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Season 4, Episode 6
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Canceled



Frustrated that MDK is still active, Nikita decides to end it her way. Leaving Michael and the team behind, Nikita takes Alex on the road to exact revenge. Nikita and Alex capture Mr. Jones and force him to reveal the names of the rest of the members of MDK. Armed with the information, Nikita goes down a dark path that may ultimately cost her her soul. Michael tracks her down and must get her to surrender before the military opens fire and kills her. However, Nikita isn't one to give up on a fight, leading her to make a shocking decision.
Quest roles:
David S. Lee(Phillip Jones), John Getz(Senator Ed Chappell), Vincent Ventresca(Trevor Adrian), Joshua Peace(Colonel Slocum), Claire Rankin(Cheryl Dixon), Lindsay Merrithew(Oil Baron), Pascal Langdale(Industrialist)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
27 December 2013, 21:00
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